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I. Introduction*

The point of reference for this paper is the theoretical

structure of disaggregated, general equilibrium models of the

ORANI type, as outlined in Dixon et al. (1982) and Vincent (1981).

This theoretical structure has been applied in a variety of con-

texts, with particular models differing widely, depending on data

availability and the purpose at hand. However, all applications

use some subset of the theoretical structure described by Dixon

et al. and Vincent. These references are therefore taken as bench-

marks, from a theoretical viewpoint.

The ORANI structure gives a disaggregated, price-responsive

general equilibrium picture of the real side of an open economy.

The standard neoclassical assumptions of optimising behaviour by

producers and consumers are used to generate the building blocks

of a country model and the resulting structural equations fall in-

to one of six categories:

(i) demands for commodities (domestically produced goods, com-

petitive and non-competitive imports) by commodity demand

#
This paper reports research undertaken in the "Sonderforschungs-
bereich 86" (Hamburg-Kiel) "Teilprojekt 3" with financial sup-
port provided by the "Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft". I am
indebted to H. Dick, E. Gerken, U. Hiemenz and U. Lachler for
helpful comments on earlier drafts.

Many applications have been undertaken in the "Sonderforschungs-
bereich 86" (Hamburg-Kiel) "Teilprojekt 3". See, for example,
Dick et al. (1982) and Vincent (1983).
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category (demand for intermediate inputs to current produc-

tion, demand for inputs to capital creation, household de-

mands, export demands and other, mainly government, demands)

(ii) demands for primary factors (labour disaggregated by occupa-

tion, capital, land) by industrial sectors

(iii) supplies of domestically produced commodities by industrial

sectors

(iv) conditions of zero pure profits in all activities (production

for current consumption, production for capital creation,

importing, exporting)

(v) market clearing conditions for domestically produced goods

and for primary factors

(vi) miscellaneous equations to define useful summary variables

and macroeconomic aggregates

Thus the ORANI structure gives a full explanation of the va-

rious commodity flows in an economy. It can be used to analyse the

aggregate, structural and trade impacts of exogenous shocks (to

world commodity prices, for example) or of specific commercial and

fiscal policies (a tax'iff reduction, devaluation or change in go-

vernment spending). It can also be used to determine the size of the

commercial or fiscal policy action required to achieve a particu-

lar policy target (some target price or employment level, for exam-

ple). By stressing commodity flows and abstracting from stock mone-

tary and financial considerations, however, the system omits some

important economic linkages relevant to these policy issues and is

unable to address questions in other policy areas.
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Firstly, the system cannot be used to examine the impact of,

monetary and financial policies. Secondly, while the system allows

endogenous determination of trade flows, it does not incorporate

international capital flows and so omits a key.channel by which

exogenous shocks or policy actions can affect balance of payments

surpluses or deficits and, through their monetary impact, the

2
whole economy. Thirdly, while total domestic absorption can be

calculated from the system by summing up domestic final demands,

there is no internal explanation of how absorption is divided be-,

tween consumption, and investment. In particular, without a full

treatment of asset stocks and stock/flow interaction, the system

cannot incorporate interest rate effects on these separate compo-

nents. Interest rates are a further .channel by which exogenous

shocks or policy actions can have real effects on the economy

(or, conversely, by which the real structure of the economy can

influence policy targets). Finally, an internally consistent expla-

nation of aggregate investment behaviour also allows a more satis-

factory definition of long-run, as opposed to short- or medium-run,

policy analysis.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a model of the macro-

economic, monetary and financial sector of an open economy in a

form which can be appended to ORANI-type models so as to correct

2
Vincent (1983) incorporates the.monetary impact of the balance
of payments on aggregate real' income and the price level, but
excludes capital flows. Gerken (1983) incorporates a single
capital inflow equation, but excludes consideration of stock asset
equilibrium.
The system does use implicit real rates of return to capital to
explain how a given level of aggregate investment will be allo-
cated across industries, but because these rates are not seen to
be reflected in any asset market, the approach does not explain
aggregate investment.
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these deficiencies. As well as introducing a monetary sector,

therefore, the model must do two things - it must explain interna-

tional capital flows and it'must specify the aggregate behaviour

of the various components of domestic absorption. It will be shown

in subsequent sections that these requirements can be met by pro-

viding a full, general equilibrium, choice-theoretic treatment of

all assets and not just money. The model presented here is indica-

tive, in the sense that it is developed for a specific menu of

assets. Furthermore, the menu is more appropriate for industria-

lized countries than for NICs or LDCs. Some attempt is made to in- '

dicate how policy issues specific to these latter countries may

be addressed by altering the menu of assets accordingly. Neverthe-

less, the general approach is not only formally compatible with

the existing ORANI modelling structure, but it is also, we feel,

in keeping with the ORANI spirit of flexibility and internal con- :

sistency. •

2. The Macro/Financial Sector Model in Outline

One requirement for internal consistency of a financial asset

model is that asset holding be constrained to follow the stock

balance sheet identities of the asset holders involved. Consisten-

cy between the real and financial sectors requires that goods flows

and changes in asset stocks be constrained to follow the various

flow national income accounting identities. The description of our

macro/financial sector model therefore begins with a brief review

of the standard macroeconomic stock and flow identities and.their

interrelationships.

The first flow identity comes from the balance<of payments
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accounts:

Current Capital Official Balance
Account + Account = Settlements = of (1)
Balance Balance Balance Payments

On a more disaggregated level, the component balances can be

broken up as follows:

Current Account Surplus:

Trade surplus, i.e. exports minus imports

Private transfer receipts, i.e. income on net foreign assets

owned by domestic residents, less service payments on net do-

mestic assets owned by foreigners

Capital Account Surplus:

4 . ,

Private capital inflows

Government capital inflows

Official transfer receipts, i.e. interest on reserve assets

minus service payments on external debt

Official Settlements (Accommodation of Surpluses):

Increase in official reserve assets

Decrease in liabilities to other foreign official agencies,

i.e. decrease in external debt

4
This component is sometimes subdivided into private portfolio
investment, i.e. net sales of foreign financial assets by domes-
tic residents plus net purchases of domestic financial assets
by foreigners, and direct investment. Alternatively, it is some-
times divided into long and short term capital inflows. Both
sets of distinctions appear in flow, rather than stock approaches
to the capital account but neither plays a role in our' model.
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The ORANI structure can currently determine only the trade '

component of the current account. The macro/financial model pre-

sented in this paper will specify, either directly or indirectly,

the behaviour of each of the other components of the balance of

payments account.

The second flow identity, or set of identities, comes from

the national income accounts. These define gross domestic product

(GDP) and gross national product (GNP) as follows:

GDP = C + I + G + (X-M) (2)

and GNP = C + I + G + (X-M+PT) (3)

where (X-M) and PT denote the trade surplus and private transfer

components of the current account and where C, I and G denote con-

sumption, investment and government expenditure, respectively.

These latter three components together define absorption, i.e.

total domestic expenditure on all goods and services, both domes-

tic and imported. In terms of the definition of GDP, the ORANI

structure currently explains the trade surplus "component ,as ' men-

tioned above. It also explains how given levels of C and I will

be allocated among goods and/or industries, but it does not ex-

plain the aggregate levels of C and I themselves. The macro/finan-

cial sector model will include both an aggregate consumption function

and an aggregate investment function. Government expenditure is one

of several key macro policy variables, and thus renairsexogenous.

Related accounting concepts are those of net national .product
and personal disposable income, which shall be discussed later
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The flow balance of payments and national income accounting

identities are in turn related to the stock balance sheets of

the banking system and the government. First consider the balance

of payments account. This is related to the balance sheet of the

central bank as follows:

CB
Official settlements balance = ANFA (4)

OR OR
AH = ANFA + ADC (5)

The first relationship notes that a surplus or deficit in the offi-

cial settlements balance, or balance of payments, involves a change

in the net foreign asset position of the central bank ANFA ,either

on the asset side directly, through a change in reserves, or on

the liabilities side, through a change in external debt. The second

relationship is a statement of the central bank's balance sheet

identity. Changes in net foreign assets ANFA , or changes in the

domestic credit of the central bank to the rest of the economy .

OR

ADC , must be reflected in changes in central bank liabilities,

that is, changes in the stock of high powered money AH.

Secondly, consider the relationship between the government

budget deficit and the national income accounts.. By subtracting

net taxes T (that is, taxes less domestic transfers) from GNP ,

we have

GNP - T = C + I + (G-T) + (X-M+PT) . . ( 6)-

But since saving S is defined as.disposable income GNP-T less

consumption C, we can write



(S-I) + (T-G) = (X-M+PT) ' ' " ' (7)

so that the current account surplus is identically equal to the

sum of net private and government saving.

However, the method by which the government finances its

deficit (G-T) has both monetary,and balance of payments implica-

tions. Suppose, as is the case in many countries, that all

domestic government debt instruments are held by the central bank,

Suppose, in addition, that the domestic credit of the central

bank comprises only these government obligations. Now the govern-

ment budget deficit must be financed by borrowing either domesti-

cally or abroad. Under our assumptions, this implies

(G-T) = ADCCB - ANFAG (8).

Thus the domestic borrowing option, in this case, has a direct

expansionary effect on the money supply. The foreign borrowing

option, through a decrease in the net foreign assets of the govern-

G
ment ANFA , appears as government c

account of the balance of payments.

G •

ment ANFA , appears as government capital inflow in the capital

The various international accounting and balance sheet identi-

ties therefore provide a basis for the development of a consis-

tent model and establish links between the balance of payments

° When the bon-bank private sector also holds government debt,
this direct link between budget deficits and the money supply
can be broken. However, bond sales to the private sector then
affect interest rates and thereby induce indirect effects through-
out the economy.
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account, the national income account, the money supply process

and the government budget deficit. It remains to specify relation-

ships describing those components of the identities which reflect

private.sector behaviour. When specifying these behavioural re-

lationships, we utilize the portfolio balance approach which uses

the private sector balance sheets as an organising framework,

while also allowing the. stock/flow interaction implicit in the

above macroeconomic identity framework. We now outline the main

features of these behavioural relationships before turning, in

the next section, to the detailed derivation of the full model.

The behavioural assumptions underlying the model can best be

described in stages. The current account of the balance of pay-

ments (except for the private transfer component) measures pure

flows of goods and services. The capital account (except for the.

official tranfer component) measures changes in asset stocks.

Finally, the official settlements balance is one source of change

in the stock of high powered money. Thus it is sometimes said

that flows of goods and assets, through the current and capital

accounts, represent "above-the-line" items and that the resulting

"below-the-line" money flows appear in the official settlements

balance. For the purpose of discussing the balance of payments we

could, as a first approximation, simply note that these money flows

must be willingly accommodated by money-holders. Examination of

the conditions for stock monetary equilibrium would then be suffi-

cient to determine balance of payments impacts, irrespective of
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of what "above-the-line" behaviour such'impacts represented.7

The next step is to note that the willingness of'money-holders

to hold money stocks is crucially dependent on the menu of other

assets available and their relative returns. Thus money holding

behaviour is analysed in the context of- the general problem

of portfolio composition. The resulting money demand behaviour, '

as before, has implications for the balance- of payments.

The capital account•implications can also be made explicit through

8the demands for alternative assets.

The final step is to consider the problem not. just of port-

folio composition, but also" of portfolio size. This is an outcome

of the consumption/savings decision, since savings flows are .under-

taken precisely to augment an individual's total stock of assets,

or wealth. A unified treatment of portfolio composition and port-

folio size therefore determines both stock asset, demand behaviour

and flow consumption (or savings) behaviour. Furthermore, both

depend on disposable income and relative asset returns, thus

giving a crucial link between the real and financial sides of the

economy. The asset demand functions have implications for the capi-

tal account and balance of payments account, as before, and current

' This is the central assumption made in the monetary approach to
the balance of payments. See, for example, Dornbusch (1973) and
Whitman (1975) .

8 This is essentially the line taken in the asset or portfolio
balance approach,also sometimes called the stock adjustment
approach. See, for example, Ujiie (1978) and Kouri (1980).
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account implications can be made explicit through consumption

, . . 9 . • . . . - • .

behaviour.

In the previous section it was argued that the macro/financial

model must do two things - it must explain international capital

flows and it must specify the aggregate behaviour of the various

components of domestic absorption. We have now indicated that a

general equilibrium treatment of portfolio balance with stock/flow

interaction goes a long way towards achieving that aim, since it

provides not only asset demand functions, but also an aggregate

consumption function. It remains to specify an aggregate invest-

ment function. Here we assume that a firm's investment decision

is at least partly dictated by the behaviour of wealth-holders,

in the following sense. We argue that the relevant margin of choice

is between the purchase of new capital equipment, i.e. investment

proper, or the purchase of additional existing capital

equipment. The second option, however, puts entrepreneurs'in com-

petition with other private wealth-holders, since they too can"

hold claims to the ownership of existing capital. Thus aggregate

flow investment is determined by the price of new capital equip-"

ment"relative to the price of ownership claims to existing capital,

where the latter price is determined in the appropriate asset mar-

ket.10 • • • -

9
See, for example, Niehans (1978).
Tobin (1969) makes this suggestion.
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Finally, it was suggested that the model is indicative,, in

the sense that it is derived for a specific menu of assets, name-

ly money government bonds and claims to the ownership of existing

capital which we shall call "shares". This menu will not be ap-

propriate for all applications. For example, the bond market could

be omitted altogether in countries where government debt is held

primarily by the banking system. However, all countries will.have

institutional arrangements whereby individuals, whether they

be entrepreneurs or otherwise, can hold or transfer ownership of

existing capital stock and where additions to this capital stock

can then be financed, even though this institutional framework

need not be an actual stock market. Much of the art of applying

a model such as this will involve identifying what these institu-

tions are. A number of different ownership/financing instruments

may exist, but so long as capital markets are well-integrated,

so that real returns to these different instruments are kept

(approximately) in line, the artifice of a "share" can be used to

cover the sum of a firmVs liabilities and net worth,, which is the

balance sheet counterpart of its physical assets. The major diffi-

culty will arise where capital markets are segmented as, say, when

bank credit at administered interest rates is supplemented by,a .

curb or unofficial money market as a source of financing. The model

will be developed for the case of an integrated capital market, but

we shall indicate how the treatment can be amended for the case of

11
In this context, the distinction between debt and equity is that
the latter bestows control, as well as ownership.
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segmented capital markets. The key point is that although we use

the terminology of the stock market, the model does not hinge on

the existence of this particular institution.

We have now outlined the basic identity framework of the

macro/financial sector model and indicated the sort of behavi-

oural assumptions that will be superimposed on that framework.

We now turn to the detailed derivation of the model equations.

3. Detailed Derivation

The equations of our macro/financial sector model fall in-

to six categories:

(i) specification of net real asset returns for domestic and

foreign assets, asset demand functions, consumption and

savings functions

(ii) market clearing conditions for domestic assets

(iii) definition of balance of payments and components

(iv) definition of government budget and components

(v) specification of investment behaviour, in aggregate and by

industrial sector

(vi) optional equations defining the long-run

In this section we give the theoretical derivation of each

type of equation and then convert each to a form compatible with

the ORANI modelling structure.
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3.1 Notation

The theory will be presented in level form. The ORANI solu-

tion technique requires the model equations to be in percentage

12.change form. We shall follow the ORANI notation convention of

using lower case letters to denote percentage changes in the

corresponding upper case variables. The percentage change in any

variable V is therefore given by v where v = 100dV/V.

At various stages in the theoretical development we shall

introduce real-side variables which have exact counterparts in

existing ORANI models. When this occurs, we shall note the varia-

bles 'origin and follow the ORANI notation exactly.

On the asset side, the use of lower case letters to denote

percentage changes puts us slightly at odds with the usual macro-

economic modelling conventions, since by these conventions lower

case letters are frequently used to distinguish real from nominal

variables, and are almost always used to denote rates of return.

By contrast, we must use upper case letters for rate of return

levels and lower case letters for their percentage changes. In

other respects,however, we lean towards the standard macroeconomic

modelling notation. Thus, for example,' we use the asterisk (*)

to differentiate foreign variables from their domestic counter-

parts.

The solution technique, pioneered by Johansen (1964), is as
follows. Logarithmic differentiation of the system of non-linear
structural equations gives a system which is homogeneous and
linear in all growth rates. Solution of this linear system then
gives the elasticities of each of the endogenous variables with
respect to each of the exogenous variables.
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Finally, our notation is developed specifically for the

particular menu of assets considered. We feel this will facili-

tate understanding of the underlying economic issues. However,

in Appendix A we suggest a general notation for modelling asset

preference, one which is necessarily more abstract, but which is

also more in keeping with the ORANI real side notation and more

easily adapted to computer coding.

3.2 Net Real Asset Returns and Asset Demands

The first step is to specify the menu of assets available

to domestic wealth-holders. We shall deal with the case of three

nominal assets and two real assets. The nominal assets are domes-

tic and foreign government bonds and domestic money. The two real

assets are ownership claims to domestic and foreign real capital.

We shall assume that all assets except money are internationally

tradeable, since non-tradeability can then be treated as a special

case. We shall also assume that all assets, including money, yield

some market rate of return, so that a zero interest rate on money

1 3can likewise be treated as a special case.

The notation is developed in Table 1:

1 3
The importance of allowing for interest payments on money will
of course depend on the broadness of the definition of money.
For example, when money is defined as M~, an appropriate in-
terest rate would be that on time deposits.
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Table 1 - Asset Notation

Asset Supply Holdings

Domestic Domestic Foreign
Banks Residents Residents

Market
Rate of
Return

Domestic
Bond

Foreign
Bond

Domestic
Capital

Foreign
Capital

Domestic
Money

B
(nominal)

-

K
(real)

-

M
(nominal)

D Bd

S2

Kd

Kd

M.

B
(nominal)

(nominal)

Rs
(real)

R*

(real)

(nominal)

The blank spaces reflect the assumption that the domestic country

is "small" in the markets for foreign assets. However, the foreign

country is not assumed to be "small" in the markets for domestic

assets. These assumptions parallel those made in ORANI concerning

1 4the markets for imports and exports.

3. 2. a Net Real Asset Returns

Table 1 gives notation for the market rates of return to each

14 The small country assumption could be relaxed by specifying
aggregate supplies of and foreign demands for the foreign assets
and invoking market clearing conditions for these assets.
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asset. From these, we shall define net rates of return, where

the difference reflects appropriate capital gains and losses.

However, we shall first comment further on the market for claims

to domestic capital.

We have hypothesized a demand by wealth-holders for owner-

ship claims to the aggregate domestic capital stock K, an entitv de-

fined in ORANI. These claims yield a real market dividend which

we have called R . However, ORANI models also specify industry-

specific capital stocks K., each with its own rate of return R.,

defined as

R. = ^2j - d. j = 1 .-. .h (9)

where P 2 . is the rental rate on capital in industry j, IT. is the

price of new capital goods in industry j and d. is that industry's

rate of (physical) depreciation.

By asserting that wealth-holders demand claims to aggregate,

rather than industry-specific, capital, we are assuming that

claims to capital in the different industries are seen as perfect

substitutes. For this reason, too, the real dividend return on

claims to capital R will be equalized across industries, even

though the rate of return to capital itself, R., need not be.

These arguments can be formalized as follows. We define
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the real return on claims to industry j's capital, or the divi-

dend in industry j, R ., as follows:

TT P- TT . d .
R . = U

3 • R. =
 r2j ] J 1 , •

SD — J =*• - 3 = 1,...h (-jo)
P . P . P .sj sj sj .

where P . is the price paid for claims to the existing capital

stock, or the share price ,in industry j. Note that this price

need not equal the replacement cost n. of new capital in that

industry.15 With perfect substitution, but with a given distri-

bution of real returns R. across industries, the share prices

P . will adjust to ensure that dividend returns are equalized,
S]

while at the same time the claims to each industry's capital

stock are willingly held:1" .

Rsj = Rs , j = 1,...h (11)

We can then define the aggregate share price index

h S

p = n p J?kj (12)
s j=1 SJ

where S, . are industry capital shares,with capital valued at its
kj

market value P ..

• This definition of R . follows Tobin's (1969) treatment.. We
shall argue later that Ps^ = n., or equivalently R • = Rj, is
an appropriate definition of the "long-run". There is therefore
a strict parallel between P . and P2••

 I n the short run, the
rental price P2. will be that required to satisfy the zero pro-
fit condition in production and may contain an economic rent
component, while in the long run, when capital is variable, it
will reflect the marginal productivity of capital. Similarly,
in the short run the price.P . will be whatever is required to
ensure that the existing capital stock is willingly held, while
in the long run, it will reflect the true production cost of
capital equipment.

Note that in the ORANI percentage change notation, equation (11)
is also consistent with constant multiplicative risk differ-
entials between industries. A relationship q.R . = R , where
q. is a constant risk premium, also yields tneSsame percentage
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Thus equation (11) allows us to proceed with the derivation

of a single net return and a single asset demand function for

claims to the aggregate capital stock. In the more general case

of less-than-perfect substitution, we could not claim that divi-

dend returns were equalized across industries, but would have to

define separate net returns and derive separate demand functions

for claims to capital in each industry.

In a well-integrated capital market, the single rate of re-

turn R is paid by firms to all holders of ownership claims to

capital and is therefore the rate relevant to their willingness

to hold such claims, as indicated in Table 1. A segmented capital

market is generally characterized by the following features. First-

ly, the banking system holds a significant portion of corporate

liabilities in the form of bank credit. Secondly, the rate "of re-

turn paid by firms to the banking system is an administered one,

and significantly lower than that paid to the private sector

through the stock market or curb money market. Table 1 can then be

amended to allow for bank, as well as private,ownership of claims

to capital, where each type of holder then receives a different

real rate of return. Sweder van Wijnbergen (1982) shows the impli-

cations this has for asset demand functions and asset market clear-

ing conditions. However, our equations (10) and (11) must also be

extended. According to these equations, the total nominal dividend

(and interest) payment made by industry j to the holders of its
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capital stock is given by P .R . With segmented capital markets,
sj s .

this total amount can be further expressed as the sum of interest

payments to banks and the private sector, and where bank interest

payments will depend both.on the bank lending rate and on the

quantity of bank credit a particular industry can obtain. It is

through this further subdivision that the model can take account

of interest rate controls and credit rationing policies in seg-

mented capital markets.

Now return to the market rates of return shown in Table 1.

Net asset returns comprise these market returns plus a component.

reflecting appropriate capital .gains and losses. To specify the

capital gain component, we must specify appropriate measures of

the real value of asset holdings. The reason is that assets, as

stores of wealth, are held not for their own sake, but because of

their future real purchasing power. Thus the price changes which

should enter the definition of net real asset returns are those which

affect that future real purchasing power.

We define the real values of domestic residents' asset hold-

ing as follows:

Money:

Domestic

Domestic

Foreign

Foreign

bonds:

capital:

bonds:

capital:

VPG

Vpc
KdVPC
Bd$/Pc

KjP**/P (13)

1 *7

' Work is in progress on a segmented market version of our model
for South Korea.
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where P is the domestic share price index, P* is the foreign

share price index, $ is the exchange rate (defined as the domes-

tic currency price of foreign currency) and P • is the domestic

consumer price index. The first price is defined above and the

last two are given in ORANI. We use the consumer price index

as deflator on the grounds that if asset holding behaviour by

domestic residents reflects a desire for future real consumption,

then the consumer price index best reflects the cost of that

goods basket into which most assets would be eventually con-
is

verted. From this specification of the real value of asset

holdings,the appropriate definitions of net asset returns are

as follows:

Money: ^ = I M - nc (14)

Domestic bonds: R^ = I - n_ (15)

Domestic capital: IL. = R + n - n^ (16)

Foreign bonds: R? = I* + n, - n_ (17)

Foreign capital: R*. = R* + II* + n - n_ (18)
J\ O O (p v—-

where np, n and n* are the expected rates of inflation of Pr,

P and P* and where n is the expected rate of exchange deprecia-

tion.

1 f1

We could alternatively use some capital goods price index, govern-
ment purchases price index, or some combined index of domestic
absorption. However, on a theoretical level we tend to follow
Hirshleifer's (1970) argument that even "intermediate" expendi-
ture on investment goods is simply a reflection of wealth-holders
demands for future consumption. Furthermore, empirical estima-
tion has usually shown the consumer price index to outperform
other indices,at least in money demand functions.
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We must also define the net real returns for holdings of do-

mestic assets by foreigners. By similar arguments, the real values

of foreign residents' holdings of domestic assets are given by:

Domestic bonds: Bf/$ P*

Domestic capital: K_P /$ P* (19)
U S v*-

where P* is the foreign consumer price index. From this, we define

the net real returns for foreigners as

Domestic bonds: R^f = IB - n - II * . (20)

Domestic capital: R ^ = R + n - n - II* (21)

We also define, for use in the foreigner's demand functions

for domestic assets, the relevant net real rates of return for

alternative assets, namely, foreign bonds and capital:

R-Sf = I* - nj (22)

B»f = R* + n* - n» (23)

We now write the equations of this subsection in the ORANI

percentage change notation. Equations (9)-(12) define the rela-

tionship between industry returns to capital, real industry divi-

dend returns and share prices. These become, in percentage change

form,

rj = Qj ( p^ - TTJ) j= 1,...h (24)
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r s = "j ' P s j + r j j = 1 , . . . h (25)

t h

e
l S } = Z S p • • • . • • • (2.6)

where Q. = (R. + d.)/R.' is the ratio of the gross to net rate
D J : J h

of return to capital in industry j and S, . = P ^K./E P .K. is

the share of industry j's market value in the market value of the

aggregate capital stock.

Equations (14)-(18) define net real asset returns for domes-

tic residents. In percentage change form,these become

rM = W M - QCM *C . . .. - (27)

rB = QlB^ " QC3 ffC ( 2 8 )

rK = QRKrs + QSK ^s " QCK Y ( 2 9 )

rK =

where, for example, Q is the ratio IM/
R
M» Q C M

 i s t h e

, and the other Q parameters are defined similarly.

Equations (20)-(23) define net real asset returns for foreign

residents. In percentage change form, these become

rBf = QIBf iB " Q<f»Bf % " QC*Bf Ĉ ( 3 2 )

rKf = QRKf rs + QsKf ^s " Q<f,Kf % " QC*Kf 4 ( 3 3 )
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rSf = QIBf* LB ~ QC*Bi^C . (34).

rKf = QR*Kf* rs + Qs*Kf* ^s " QC*Kf*7rC . ( 3 5 )

where QTRf is the ratio IR/RR^, Q,Rf i-
s the ratio n,/RRf and

the other Q parameters are defined similarly.

3.2.b Asset Demands, Consumption and Savings Functions

We proceed by outlining the domestic resident's portfolio

size and portfolio composition .problems. As explained in Section

2, a unified treatment of both these choice problems can yield

not only stock asset demand functions, but also a flow consump-

tion function. For exposition purposes, we have two choices. We

could follow the strategy of Tobin (1969) or Metzler (1951) and

simply assert demand functions of a particular form. Alternative-

ly,we could follow the strategy of Hirshleifer (1970). or Niehans

(1978) and note that issues of saving and asset accumulation can

be sensibly treated only in a full intertemporal choice-theoretic

framework. This raises a problem, however. The ORANI modelling

structure is comparative-static in growth rates - it is neither

multiperiod nor fully dynamic. For this reason, we shall try to

steer a middle course. We shall attempt to provide at least some

justification for the demand functions we produce, while avoiding

an explicit intertemporal treatment.
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In the same way that ORANI assumes a representative con-

19
sumer, we assume a representative asset- or wealth-holder.

Individuals are assumed to choose their total real consumption

expenditure CR (defined in ORANI) and the real value of their

asset holdings to maximize a utility function defined over these

quantities, that is

r MH B , K,P B*$ K*P*$ '.
U = U [CR, -*, A -Aj*, -A_, .JLJL.V (36)

/ p p p p p

C C C C C J

We use this utility function as a proxy for a full intertem-

poral treatment. It is often questioned whether simply having

assets to hold can yield utility directly. Nevertheless, U can be

justified on the grounds that it represents an indirect utility

function, one derived from an intertemporal optimization problem

which recognizes explicitly that assets are desired only for their

future purchasing power and for the way they facilitate conversion

20
of a given income stream into an optimal consumption stream.

The maximization of U is subject to an income constraint, one

which states that disposable income YD equals consumption plus

19 Thus, for example, we do not allow different marginal savings
propensities as between workers and capitalists, cf. Taylor
et al. (1980). We feel that, certainly in countries with well-
developed union pension funds, such distinctions are irrelevant,

20
Niehans (1978, Ch. 4) has made this process explicit, firstly
by considering money's unique role as a medium of exchange, as
well as its shared role as a store of value, and secondly, by
developing precise relationships between the marginal stock
and marginal flow utility of assets.
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asset accumulation or saving:

Y R = CR + AWR ' (37)

where real wealth Wn is defined as the sum of real asset holdings

WR = /~Md + Bd + KdPs + 3j$ + KjP*$_/ / Pc (38)

and where real disposable income Y is defined as total real
IK

income from both human and financial sources, less real direct

taxation. We can write its separate components as follows:

Y = PLL + PNN + IMMd + IBBd + RsKdPs + I*B»» +.RJKJP*$ (39)

T = T p (PLL + PNN) + Tc(IMMd + l BB d+ R gK^P a+ I*B*$

+ R K P $ )
s d s . . •

so t h a t YR = (Y-T)/Pc ' " • ~ • ( 4 1 ) .

Appearing in equation (39) are aggregate labour income

P L and aggregate income from land ownership P^N, nominal magni-

tudes which can be defined from ORANI as follows:

r h .
P T L = E E P 1 X5 . (42)
L
 q = 1 j = 1

 1'^'- 1'5'3-
p

where X1 . represents the employment by industry j of labour

in occupation q and P1 is the wage paid to labour in occupation

q, and
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V = * P3j X3j - <43

p
where X., . is land use by industry j and P., . is the rent paid

on land in industry j.

Appearing in equation (40) is our treatment of direct taxation.

Income from labour and land rental is assumed to be taxed at the

same constant proportionate rate Tp, corresponding to an average

tax rate on personal income, while interest and dividend income

is taxed at an average rate T , corresponding to some corporate

21
or capital tax rate.

We shall now pause to consider how our definition of dispos-

able income relates to the normal accounting definition of per-

sonal disposable income. Consider the dividend return on domestic

capital. Since R = (n./P •) R. is the real dividend return, equa-
s j sj j

lized across industries, and since R. = (P-Vn-)- d. is the real

rate of return to capital, we can for the moment suppress the in-

dustry subscripts and write the aggregate nominal dividend return

as

W s = [ 1 2 ~ d t KdPq = P2Kd " d l I Kd ( 4 4>'

21 . . .
We abstract from double-taxation agreements, since the domestic
tax rate Tc is applied to income from foreign sources. It would,
however, be a simple matter to define separate tax rates for
each component of income, some of which could then be set to
zero (and where I* and R* would then be market rates net of
foreign taxes)• Tax progressivity could be introduced either
by using a power function formulation for equation (40), or by
making Tp and T functions of total income. Tax indexation could
be introduced by applying a progressive tax rate to some meas-
ure of real rather than nominal income.
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Thus the dividend return equals the value of factor payments

(at a rental rate P-) to that portion of the capital stock that

is domestically owned, less depreciation allowances (valued at

22
replacement cost II) . This term, together with the labour, land

and foreign dividend components of income, gives a conventional

measure of net national product (NNP), as measured by adding up

factor payments. The addition of bond interest payments to NNP

and the subtraction of direct taxation gives a conventional meas-

ure of personal disposable income. Thus our measure of disposable

income corresponds to the standard accounting concept. As was

argued in Section 2, this is important for ensuring consistency

between the real and financial sides of the economy.23

We return to the domestic resident's optimization problem.

Maximization of the utility function of equation (36), subject to

the budget constraint given by equations (37)-(41), gives a flow

consumption function and stock asset demand functions of the

following form:

22
In reality, not all of the rental on capital, net of deprecia-
tion allowances, need be distributed as dividends or as inter-
est on some corporate liability, but some may appear as retained
earnings. In this situation, the model of saving which emerges
is a model of saving by both households and firms. The balance
sheet counterpart of corporate saving would be a change in firm
liabilities, or a loan by the firm itself. See van Wijnbergen
(1982) on this point.

23
As a further check on consistency, we can use the equivalence
between the income and expenditure sides of GNP,
P L + P N + R KP + dnK + IT = C + I + G + (X-M+PT), where IT
-Lj IN S S

is indirect taxes less subsidies, to generate a relationship
equivalent to equation (7). This would be, in nominal terms
and assuming I M = 0, (AW + dnK - I) + ~(T + IT - G -"ig(B-D)) =
(X - M + PT) where AW is the sum of household and corporate

saving from equation (37)-and where PT is defined later, in
equation (90).
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I "

CR =

M d / P c =

Vpc =

K d P s / P C =

K»P»#/P C =

F

F 2

F 3

F 5

(RM'

(RM'

<v
<v
( R M '

R B '

V

R B '

V

RB ,

RK'

RK'

RK'

RK'

RK'

R *R B '

«s.
R *

R» f

R *
R K '

•«-

R *
R K '

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

RJ

B?

R>

R>

R>

(46)

(47)

(49)

Note that these demand functions,unlike those derived from models

which treat only the portfolio composition problem, do not include

asset stocks or some measure of wealth as a separate argument

(_ cf. Tobin (1969) _/. When the decision on portfolio size is also

taken into account, wealth is ho longer given, but an endogenous

object of choice. However, the demand functions do depend on net

real asset returns and real disposable income in the usual way.

We must also specify demand functions to describe foreign re-

sidents' demands for domestic bonds'and capital. In the absence

of a full treatment of the foreign country, we do not need to

spell out the foreign residents' optimization problem. We can

instead argue by analogy with the domestic residents' demand

functions and simply assert the following:

24
See Niehans (1978, Ch. 5,10) on these points. He notes, however,
that wealth effects do play a role in disequilibrium situations,
when there is lagged adjustment to stock and flow equilibrium.
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Bf
= G1(RBf, RRf, R»f, R*f/ HBf) (50)

V s = G 2 ^ , RKf, Rj f, Rj-ff HKf)

where HQ^ and H ^ are shift parameters designed to capture all

other foreign influences on foreigners' demands for domestic

assets. ,

We now write the equations of this subsection in the ORANI

percentage change notation. Although we have not assumed any

particular functional form for the utility function or demand

25
functions of this subsection, the asset demands in equations

(46)-(.51) take on a particularly simple form:

md = e(3) + EriMa ra + W R (52)

cl

where thq subscript a takes the values M, B, K, B*, K*

b d = e ( 3 ) + ^Ba r a + W R ' (53)

a

( 5 4 )

- s ( 3 ) -bj - s ( 3 ) - * + ^nB*ara + nB.YyR (55)

kj =• e
( 3 ) - e ( s # ) - • + EnK*ara + nK*YyR (56)

3

bf = e
( 3* } + 4, + En B f br b + h B f (57)

2 5 In particular, we have not prejudged the degree of substitutabi-
lity between assets.
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where the subscript b takes the values Bf, Kf, B* and.K*

kf = e
( 3 # ) - s ( s ) + * + Zn K f br b + h K f (58)

where e is the ORANI notation for the percentage change in the

(3*) (s*Vconsumer price index, e and e ' are the percentage changes

in the foreign consumer price and share price indices, and the

n.- are elasticity parameters.

We similarly write the aggregate consumption function in

percentage change form as

°R = ^Cara + W R (59)

Real disposable income is defined in equations (39)-(43). In

percentage change form, the labour and land components of income

become

r h P
pI = Z E S . (p1 + x1 •) (60)

q=1 j=1 ii'

where S .is the share of the total wage bill accounted for by

employment of occupation q in industry j, and

p n ^ S n j (p3j + xf.) (61)-

where S . is the cost share of industry j's land in the total

factor payments to land. We then write nominal personal income as

+ SB*y(iJ + 4. + bj) + SK*y(r* + e
(s*}+ * + kj) , (62)

where S are nominal shares of the appropriate income components
• JL

in total nominal personal income. We write total nominal direct

taxes as
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+ S B T U B + bd> + SKT(rs + e ( S ) + V + SB*r ( iB + * + bd}-

+ ST,*np(r* + e
( s ] + 4> + k*) (63)

where Sprp and Sp_, are the shares of personal and corporate/capital

taxes in the total tax take, and the remaining S parameters are

the shares of the individual components of personal and corporate

taxation in the total tax-take. We then, write real personal dis-

posable income as follows:

y = Q y - QTRt - e
( 3 ) (64)

where Q y R and Q T R are the ratios Y/(Y-T) and T/(Y-T).

•Finally, from equation (37), we can define total real saving

as

SR - QYSyR - Q c sc R (65)

where Q „ is the inverse of the ratio of nominal saving tp nominal

disposable income and Q_,s is the nominal consumption/savings ratio,

3. 3 Market Clearing for Domestic Assets

The market clearing condition for claims to the ownership of

domestic capital is straightforward. From Table 1 in Section 3.2,

the condition is
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K = Kd + Kf (66)

or in percentage change form

k = SKi kd + SKf kf <57)

where the total capital stock k is defined in ORANI and S ,

and S r: are the domestic and foreign ownership shares.

The market clearing conditions for domestic money and domes-

tic bonds are less straightforward. Here we must be a little more

careful in the way we specify the stock supplies, since these

must not only be equated to stock demands in this section, but

also related,through the balance of payments accounts and govern-

ment budget deficit, to flows of goods and services in subsequent

sections. We shall illustrate the problem with reference to the

money supply, although the problem with bond supplies is similar.

Suppose bonds and claims to capital are not internationally

tradeable, so that there are no international capital flows. We

can then identify the balance of payments with the balance of

trade. The monetary equilibrium condition can be written straight-

forwardly enough as

q (R + D) = Md (68)

where the monetary base has a foreign exchange component R and

a domestic component D and the money supply is some constant
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multiple q of the monetary base. However, in our simple economy

we also have the relationship

AR = B (69)

where B is the flow trade balance. The problem arises when we

are required to write equation (69), a stock/flow relationship,

in a uniform percentage change form, as required by the ORANI

solution technique. We could follow Vincent (1983), who implicit-

ly assumes that the balance of trade is initially zero, so that

B = AB and equation (69) becomes AR = AB. However, we prefer to

follow an approach suggested by Taylor et al. (1980).

The ORANI solution technique solves for the percentage chan-

ges in the endogenous variables between some base year and some

solution year. Over this solution horizon, the relationship between

the stock variable R and the flow variable B can be visualized

using Figure 1. We consider the example of a two year solution

horizon. However, the approach can also be applied with solution

horizons of shorter or longer duration.

Figure 1 - Stock/Flow Relationships

^™ : *— B10 — * *— B21 —> ^ — B32 — *

t=0 t=1 t=2 t=3
(Base year) | ( (solution year) time

Stock; RQ R. R2 R3
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The diagram shows the flow variable B defined over time intervals

and the stock variable R defined at points in time. All subscripts

are time subscripts-

Now a stock/flow relationship of the form given in equation

(69) tellsus . .

B1O = R1 " R0

B21 = R2 ~ R1

32 ~ 3 2

The change in the flow variable is then given by

AB = B,, - B 1 n = (R- - R,) - (R1 - R_) (71)

The change in the stock variable is, by definition,

AR31 = R3 " R1 ( 7 2 )

However, this can also be written as

AR31 = R2 - RQ + / T R 3 - R2) - (R, - RQi7 (73)

If we.then define the new variables

R32 " R3 R2

R21 = R2 " R1

R 1 0 = R, - RQ (74)
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we can alternatively specify the change in the stock variable

as

AR31 = AR2Q + AR31 • (75)

This corresponds to Taylor's distinction between changes in the

stock of money and changes in the rate of new emissions of money.

By making a similar definition for AD,., we can write the monetary

equilibrium condition of equation (63) as

q/~AR2Q + AD2Q + AR31 + AD31_7 = AMd31 (76)

and the stock/flow relationship of equation (69) as

AB31 = AR31 ' (77)

These equations now involve only changes in variables, so can

easily be converted to a uniform percentage change form.

This simple case demonstrates that because the money supply

is linked to the balance of payments,it should be specified in a

way comparable to that in equation (76) rather than equation (68) .

A similar argument applies to the bond supply, since this will be

related, not only to stock bond demand, but also to the government

budget constraint. With this in mind, we proceed with market clear-

ing conditions for money and domestic bonds.
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In the full model, the monetary base is again divided into

a domestic component D and a foreign component. We further divide,

the foreign component into foreign exchange reserves R and liabi-

lities to other foreign official agencies, or external debt, F.

Following our notation in equation (76), we then write the mone-

tary equilibrium condition as

q/AR2Q - AF2Q + AD2Q + AR31 - AF^ + AD31_7= AMd (78)

where external debt has been subtracted since it represents a

liability,- rather than an asset, of the domestic banking system.

Since q is assumed constant, this equation can be written in

percentage change form, as

SRMmR " ^ M ^ + SDMmD + SRMmR " SFMmF + SDMmD = md <79>

where s , s and s are the ratios of the beginning-of-base-

year values for R, F and D to the end-of-base-year monetary base,

and Sfu., sri.. and s~ are the ratios of base'year changes in R, F
KM r iYl DM

and D to the end-of-base-year monetary base.

Again, following the notation of equation (76) , the market

clearing condition for domestic bonds can be written as

AB2Q + AB31 = ABd + ABf + AD2Q + AD31 (30)

? ft •' '

With q assumed constant, the percentage changes in the various
components of the monetary base iru, ' nu, etc., are also equal
to the percentage changes in the associated components of some
broader money supply aggregate. Either interpretation is pos-
sible, even when such variables appear.in subsequent identity
equations.
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where we have consolidated the government with the central bank

and assumed that the domestic credit D is backed entirely by

27
government debt instruments. This equation becomes, in percentage

change form, . " . "

SB b + S B 6 = SdBbd + SfBbf + SOB1^ + ^ D ( 8 1 ) .

where s and s^ are the ratios of the beginning-of-base-year

stock, and base year change, respectively, of government bonds to

the end-of-base-year stock. The parameters S,^ and S^- are the .
QrS I D

ratios of end-of-base-year domestic and foreign private '.sector'.'."

holdings of government bonds to the total end-of-base-year stock -

The parameters Ŝ _. and S^ are the ratios of the beginning-of- .-

base-year stock, and base year change,respectively, of central

bank holdings of government bonds to the total end-of-base-year

stock.

3 . 4 Balance of Payments

As noted in Section 2, balance of payments surpluses or defi-

cits are directly reflected in changes to the foreign exchange

reserve or external debt position of the central bank. According-

ly, we can define the balance of payments BP as follows:

p 7
In some countries, the principle instrument of monetary policy
is not open market operations but changes in required reserve
ratios. In this case, the bond market can be omitted entirely
but the money market clearing condition must be altered slight-
ly. ̂ Equation (78) would then become AR - AF + AD_ +" AD + AR
- AF + ADQ + ADp = AM^ where, in level form, R-F is the net
foreign asset position of the consolidated banking system, and
D« and Dp represent domestic credit of the banking system to
the government and the private sector, respectively. Government
budget deficits are then linked directly to Dg, but Dp remains
a policy variable.
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BP = R - F . . (82)

Following the ORANI procedure, we do not write this in percentage

change form, since BP can change sign. Instead we write the abso-

lute change in the balance of payments, 1OOABP, as follows

1OOABP = R iri£ " F m- (03)

where R and F are the base year changes in reserves and external

debt.

We can also define the component balances of the balance of

payments, namely, the trade, current and capital accounts. The

trade account can be defined directly from the ORANI structure.

Total nominal imports M* and exports E* are given by:"1""

M* = I P™ $ X., + ? pf1 $ X? (84)
i=1 l 2 l 2

 £=1
 £ l

E* = I Pe.. $ X.(4) . . (85)

i=1 X

where.X.-r X* and X. are quantiti>-^s of competing imports, non-

competing imports and exports and where. P^r p£ a n d P H a r e

their respective foreign currency prices. The trade balance is

then given by

BT = E* - M* (36)

In ORANI notation, these equations defining the trade balance

become

2 8
For balance of payment purposes, we value exports and imports
exclusive of tariffs and subsidies, since these represent trans-
actions with domestic residents and do not give rise to re-
serve flows. For the purposes of defining GDP, however, we
will want to include tariffs and subsidies.
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m* = E ( + * + x )M* + I (v d> + ) M * (^1)
i=1 l 2 l 2 l 2 £=1 * I I

e* = E (p e. + <() + x f 4 ^ ) E* • . . - . (88)
i — 1 1 1 "

100ABT = E* e*- M* m* (89)

where M^2 and M'̂ * are import shares in the total import bill,

exclusive of tariffs, and E* are export shares,' exclusive of sub-

sidies .

In order to define the current account, we must first identi-

fy private transfer receipts. These are given by

PT = IJ B*d $ + R* K*d P* $ - I B B f ~ Rs Kf Ps . (90)

The absolute change in private transfer receipts is then given by

100APT = PTB*(i* + 4 + b*) + PTR#(r* + £
( S }+ (j> + k*)

_ Dip ( -i + K ^ _ P T ( y A. _ ̂  S ' A. V \ (91)
F i B f U B + bf J P i K f U s + £ + Kf> K '

where PTg* is the total interest received by domestic residents on

their foreign bond ownership,I*B! $, and the parameters PT«*, PT^^

and PT K f are defined similarly for the other components of PT. The

current account CA is then defined, in ORANI notation, as

100ACA = 100ABT + 100APT (92)

The capital account CAP can be defined either directly or in-

directly. The direct definition would be
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CAP = AB f + A(KfPs) " A(Kj P* $) - A(Bj$) + IRR--, IpF (93)

The first term reflects government borrowing abroad. Note that

because we have assumed perfect international capital mobility,

though not necessarily perfect substitutability, the division of

total government private sector borrowing into domestic (AB,) and

foreign (AB,-) components is entirely demand-determined. The next

three terms of the capital account measure net private capital

inflows. The last two terms measure net official transfer receipts,

where the interest rates I., and I,., on reserve asssets and external
K r . . . . ;

debt may or may not be the same as the rate I* on foreign govern-

ment bonds. It is difficult to convert this direct definition

into ORANI notation, however, since it is a stock/flow relation-

ship of the form discussed previously. Nevertheless, we can define

the capital account indirectly as follows:

1OOACAP = 1OOABP - 1OOACA . .. (94);

Because the portfolio composition and asset accumulation behaviour

which affect ABP and ACA have been specified elsewhere in an inter-

nally consistent fashion,this residual definition of the capital

account will indeed correspond to the direct definition.

3.5 Government Budget Deficit

Government expenses comprise government expenditure on goods
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and services, plus debt service payments on government bonds.

0 Q

Government revenues comprise direct taxes plus net trade revenue.

These components of the government budget deficit will now be de-

fined.

Nominal government expenditure on goods and services can be

defined from ORANI as follows:

G = E I P X ( ^ (95)
i=1 s=1

 1 S 1 S

This is written in percentage change form as follows

g = I E sj^ (pis + x|^) , (96)
i=1 s=1

where S. is the nominal share of good i from source s in total
_L o

government expenditure on goods and services.

Debt service payments are given by

DSP = In B • (-9 7-)

Remembering that we have divided the total bond supply B into

two components, we can then write debt service payments in per-

centage change form as

dsp = i.D + sQb + s-b (98)
a a a .

where sD and S- were defined previously in equation (81).

'29
Where indirect taxes other than trade revenue form ^""signifi-
cant portion of government revenue, they can be calculated from
the ORANI variable "other costs". Government investment spend-
ing could also be included on the expenditure side.
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Total direct taxes are given in equation (63) by the expres-

sion for t. Trade revenue can be calculated from the difference

between the trade deficit valued at domestic prices and the defi-

cit valued at the domestic currency value of foreign prices. Im-

ports and exports at the domestic currency value of foreign prices

are given in equations (07) and (38) by the expressions for m*

and e* . We can define percentage changes in imports and exports

at domestic prices from ORANI as follows:

' - = E (p.2 + x . 2 ) M i 2 + ? ( p N + x ? ) M^ (99)
1 — I JC — I

e = I (p + x.(4)) E. (100)
i=1

Nwhere M-2, M and E. are import and export shares at domestic

prices. We can then define percentage changes in tariff revenue

tr and export subsidies es as

t r = Q M T R m " QM*TR m* ( 1 0 1 )

e S = QEES
 e " QE*ES e* ( 1 0 2 )

where Q..mr> and Q^m^ are the ratios of M and M* to total tariff
M. 1 K JYl 1K

revenue, and Q-,-,.-, and £)„#„„ are the ratios of E and E* to total

export subsidi.es. The percentage change in net trade revenue

ntr is then given by

ntr = Q T T R tr - Q E T R es (103)

where QmniT, and Qrr.D are the ratios of total tariff revenue and

total export subsidies to net trade revenue.
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We have now defined the individual components of the govern

ment budget deficit. The percentage change in the deficit itself

is given by

= QGGD g + QPGD d SP " QTGD fc " QNGD n t r ( 1 0 4 )

where Q G G D Q p G D
 QTGD a n d QNGD a r e t h e r a t i o s o f t h e individual

deficit components to the total government budget deficit.

Finally, we specify that the government budget deficit must

be financed by new bond issues:

gbd = b (105)

As noted previously, the division into borrowing from the domestic

and foreign private sectors is demand-determined.

3.6 Investment

By considering an individual wealth-holder's portfolio size

and portfolio composition problem in Section 3.2,'we were able to

derive both a series of asset demand functions and an aggregate

consumption function. Both depended on disposable income and rela-

tive asset returns, thus giving a crucial link between our macro/

financial sector and the ORANI model of the real side of the econo-

my. An aggregate investment function which likewise depends on

asset returns can provide an additional link between the real and

financial sides.
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The ORANI structure does not explain aggregate investment,

but does give an ad hoc explanation of how a given level of ag-

gregate investment will be "allocated" across industries accord-

ing to the industry-specific rates of return to capital R.. Within

ORANI itself, these rates are merely implicit rates of return and

are not reflected in any market interest rate. For this reason,

the ORANI investment equations cannot be interpreted as a theory

of aggregate investment. However, we have now developed a model of

the financial side of the economy sufficiently to show how the real

rates of return R. are reflected in market dividend returns R .
3 sj

and market share prices P .. We now propose to replace the ORANI

investment equations by equations which explain industry investment

with reference to these market prices and returns. And because they

are market, rather than implicit, price variables, the resulting

theory will also explain aggregate investment.

In what follows, we adopt the ORANI assumption that investment

behaviour is dominated by business fixed capital formation, so

that we abstract from expenditure on consumer housing and inven-

tories. We have also made a clear distinction between decisions

on capital formation and considerations of the financing of such

investment. The firm or industry makes the investment decision

and consumers, as ultimate wealth-holders, provide the financing.

In earlier sections we discussed consumers' willingness to hold

additional claims to domestic capital and thus provide investment

financing. Here we consider the determinants of the firms' deci-

sion on fixed capital formation.
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We take the approach suggested by Tobin (1969) and implicit

in Friedman (1976) . They argue that decisions on capital forma-

tion are governed by relative cost considerations. For a business

firm, the relevant margin of choice is that between the purchase

of new capital equipment, i.e. investment proper, or the purchase

of existing capital frora other firns in the in-

dustry. The former will be undertaken when it is cheap, relative

to the latter. For a firm in industry j, the price of new capital

equipment is n. and the price of existing capital elsewhere in

the industry is P .. Net real capital formation will then be an
s J

increasing function of the relative price P ./n • .

Thus we can write gross real capital formation Y. in industry

j as a function of this relative price and the rate of physical

depreciation in that industry:

£J\ J + d.K. j = 1,...h (106)

j /.

where we allow that the parameters A and a may differ between in-

dustries. One implication is that, other things being equal, invest-

ment will be higher when share prices are high than when they are

low /"See Metzler (1951 )_/- Note also that, from equations (10)

and (11), the relative price term P ./n. is equal to the ratio of
s j, j

the rates of return R./R . Thus our theory indirectly relates in-
3 ' s .

vestment negatively to the cost of financing R and positively

to the real rate of return on capital R.. Aggregate nominal gross

investment expenditure I is then given by the sum of industry nomi-
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nal expenditures:

h
I = Z n, Y, . (107)

j=1 J J

In ORANI percentage change form, these equations become

Yj = "jGj(psj " ^ j } + C - Gj) kj j = 1,...h (103)

h
i = Z (rr. + y. ) T. (109)

j=1 J 3 J

where G. = (Y. - d.K.)/Y. is the ratio of net to gross investment

in industry j and T = n^Y./L n.Y. is industry j's share in aggre-

gate gross investment.

3.7 Equations Defining the Long Run

We leave full discussion of the model closure until the next

section. Here, we simply note that in short run experiments the

industry, and therefore the aggregate ,capital stocks are fixed.

In terms of the ORANI solution technique, these variables are de-

signated as exogenous. In the long run, however, capital is variable,

so that the industry capital stocks K., j = 1,...h, become endoge-

nous. Other things being equal, we then need an additional h equa-

tion to close the model.

We assert that the following set of equations appropriately

define the long run:

P s j = iij j = 1,...h (110)
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or in ORANI percentage change notation

p = TT. j = 1,...h (111)

Thus in the long run, capital must be valued at its replacement

cost.30

The imposition of this condition has several implications.

Firstly, via equations (10) and (11), it implies R. = R . - R ,
D s j s

j = 1,...h. In the short run, the rate of return on corporate

shares R . can deviate from the underlying real rate of return

to capital R.. In the long run, these rates are brought into

line. Furthermore, in situations where claims to capital in the

different industries are seen as perfect substitutes, the long

run adjustment of industry capital stocks must also occur in such

a way as to equate real rates of return to capital across indus-

tries (_ this from the equality R. = R , j = 1,...h_/. In the

short run, the rates of return on pieces of paper are equated

across industries. In the long run, the underlying real physical

rates of return are also equated.

Secondly, in the long run, via equation (106), gross industry

investment is given by Y. = A. + d.K.. Thus the "long run" is not

so long that gross real investment covers only physical deprecia-

tion / cf. Friedman (1976, Ch. 17)_/. However, in answer to the

question "How long is the long run?", we can say that it is that

length of time required for investment at a rate dictated by equa-

Again, this treatment follows Tobin (1969).
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tion (106) to lead to the capital stocks consistent with our long

run condition of equation (110). Presumably, the actual length of

time will be shorter, the higher is the value of a ., that is, the

more responsive is the business decision-making process, subject

to accommodating adjustments in the rate of output of new capital

goods,, to differentials between the market value of capital and

its replacement cost.

4. The Complete Sector Model and Closure within ORANI

Our model of the macro/financial sector is given in Appendix

C. Table C1 reproduces the structural equations of previous sec-

tions. All model variables are listed and defined in Table C2. In

Table C3 we list and define the model parameters and indicate the

kinds of data sources from which parameter estimates for a parti-

cular country can be made.

We cannot discuss closure of our macro/financial sector model

in total isolation, since these sectoral equations are to be com-

bined with an ORANI-type model of the real side of the economy.

Indeed, some of the variables in Table C2 are defined and used

in ORANI real models, and some of the equations in Table C1 repro-

duce or replace equations in ORANI. We therefore propose to net

out the overlapping equations and unknowns and discuss closure of

that submodel which remains. For this purpose we need to choose a

31
Note that by leaving open the actual number of periods involved,
we are not required to impose a stock/flow consistency condition
of the form I = AK. . . .
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specific version of ORANI, since although there are many features

of these models common to all applications, the applications do

differ in some respects .We therefore discuss closure of the macro

side with reference to the version of ORANI given in Vincent

(1983) .

Tables C1 and C2 show that for short run experiments, our

full macro/financial sector model comprises 3h + 44 equations in

10g + 8h + 3n + r + rh + 67 unknowns. However, Table C2 also in-

dicates which of these unknowns are defined and used in all ORANI

modelsof the real side. It also indicates those additional vari-

ables which are defined and used in Vincent's (1983) particular

application.0 There are a total of 10g + 7h + 3n.+ r + rh + 10

overlapping variables. Thus' our macro/financial sector model intro-

duces a total of h + 57 variables which are not defined and used

elsewhere in ORANI.

We now consider overlapping equations. In Table C1, our equa-

tion (1), defining the real rates of return to domestic capital, re-

produces the ORANI definition /"Vincent's equation (23)_/. Our equa-

tion (20),the aggregate consumption function, replaces that ORANI

equation which fixes a relationship between real consumption and

investment /"Vincent's equation (32)_/. Our equations (28) and

(30), giving domestic monetary equilibrium and defining the ba-

lance of payments, replace Vincent's monetary sector [_ his equa-

tions (18) and (18a)_/. Our equation (33), defining the balance

32 d
Our variables m^ and m_ correspond roughly to Vincent's m
and mr.
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of trade, replaces the ORANI definition /_ Vincent's equation (22) _/•

Our equations (20) and (21), defining aggregate nominal imports

and exports, replace the ORANI real definitions (_ Vincent's equa-

- 33

tions (20) and (21)._/. Our investment equations (46) and (47) re-

place the ORANI equations (_ Vincent's equations (24) and (25)_/.

Thus there are a total of 2h + 7 overlapping equations, so that

our macro/financial sector model introduces h + 37 new equations

which do not have counterparts in ORANI.

Having netted out equations and variables which overlap with

Vincent's (1983) ORANI model, we are left with h + 37 equations

in h + 57 unknowns. Closure of this macro/financial sector sub- .

model therefore requires 20 variables to be designated exogenous.

The submodel provides some freedom, and the final choice will de-

pend on the questions which the full model will address. One clo-

sure which would be appropriate for examining, say, the impact of

some real side exogenous shock within a given macro policy environ-

ment would be the following: ' • •

(s*) (3*)
Foreign variables: i*, r*, e , e , n B f

 h^f

Expectations variables: IT* , TT* , irs, TT* , -n^

Policy variables: t_, t_, i.., m~, and either m- or m-

Variables included for technical reasons: m_,, m^, m_, b
K u r

33 For this reason, Vincent's equation (36) defining real GDP would
have to be respecified. •. . •
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The foreign variables are "naturally" exogenous, given our

assumption that the domestic country is small in the markets for

foreign assets. In the absence of any explicit treatment of expec-

tations formation, the expectations variables must be designated

exogenous.34 when a given macro policy environment is being mo-

delled, the exogeneity of policy variables is obvious. The inclu-

sion of iM on the list of policy variables follows Tobin (1969).

The exogeneity of mg, together with m , reflects the fact that

domestic credit is a policy variable under the control of the

monetary authorities. The choice, of either m* or mp. as exogenous

determines whether balance of payments deficits will be accommo-

dated by reserve changes or foreign official borrowing. For coun-

tries which are close to their international credit limits, the

foreign borrowing option may no longer be possible, in which case

would be exogenous.

Finally, the variables mR, mD, mp and b must be included on

the exogenous list for technical reasons. Recall from Section 3.3

that in order to model stock/flow relationships within the ORANI

modelling structure, we had to divide the supplies of money and

bonds into two components. Thus mR, mD, mp and b represent per-

One application where these could conceivably be designated en-
dogenous without further modelling is in a policy targeting
exercise of the form, "By how much would expectations have to
change to achieve target x." The value of such an exercise is,
however, dubious. In Appendix B, we show how expectations for-
mation can be treated explicitly so that expectations variables
can be endogenized in a useful way.

35 Alternatively, an equation of the form m~ = hRmR + h_ could be
added, where the scaling parameters hR and hp determine the
proportion of balance of payments deficits that are financed
by changes in reserves or external debt.
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centage changes in the monetary base components and the total '

bond supply between the beginning of the base year period and the

beginning of the solution period, whereas m^, m~, m~ and b repre-

present percentage changes in within-period changes of the mone-

tary base components and the total bond supply between the base

period and the solution period. Now imagine a one period'solution

horizon, where the end of the base period is the same as the be-

ginning of the solution oeriod. In this case the variables mn, m^,

mp and b simply measure changes in the monetary base and bond

supply within the base period. Obviously such changes are exoge-

nously given. In order to specify that, for example, domestic

credit is exogenously fixed over the entire solution horizon, we

must also specify m~ as exogenous, as has already been noted.

The model can be solved once an appropriate number of varia-

bles have been designated exogenous. The generation of quantitative

results, however, also requires numerical values to be attached

to the exogenous variables. In most cases, these values will follow

naturally from the question being addressed. However, care must be

taken in assigning quantitative values to the technical variables

mR, mD, mp and b. The appropriate values will in general depend

on two things - the length of the solution horizon, and whether

or not the associated hatted (A) variable has also been designated

exogenous. As our example above illustrates, when.the solution
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horizon is one period long, the appropriate values for mR, m ,

mn and b are base year percentage changes in the underlying eco-

nomic variable R, F, D or B. If the associated hatted variable

has also been designated exogenous with the intent of keeping

the underlying variable fixed, then that hatted variable should

36
be assigned the value -100.

Now consider a solution horizon of more than one period. Such

a horizon would reflect the model-user's judgement that all econo-

mic adjustments would take more than one period to complete. It is

an unfortunate necessity that in this instance, the choice of nume-

rical values for m^, m^, m_ and b has implications for the path of
K D r

adjustment, since these values determine changes in all intervening

periods while the associated hatted variables, when endogenous,

capture adjustment in the solution period. One possible approach

would be to again assign to mR, mF, m D and b the values of base

year percentage changes in the underlying Variables. The resulting

changes in the associated endogenous hatted variables could

perhaps then be pro-rated back through the intervening years.

Remember that in a one period solution horizon, m-, for example,
equals 100 / (D^D., ) - (D^-DQ) _/ / ( D ^ D Q ) , so that when (D^D., )

is set to zero, m~ takes the value -100. Domestic credit ex-
pansion is captured by giving mg some value greater than -100.
As a special case of this, a value greater than zero would
imply credit expansion faster than occurred in the base period.

Our market clearing conditions of equations (79) and (81) ensure
stock equilibrium in money and bond markets only at two points
in time - the end of the base period and the end of the solution
period. They do not ensure equilibrium in intervening periods.
Thus our solution to the stock/flow problem has implicitly used
the same technique as Dornbusch (1973), among others, because
it implicitly involves some (user-specified) lagged adjustment
to full stock equilibrium. However, because stock equilibrium
is reached eventually, we are still justified in ignoring wealth
effects, as argued in Section 3.2.b.
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Suppose, for example, that m has been given its base period value.

An endogenously generated value for m~ can then be reinterpreted

a measure of reserve changes in all intervening periods. However,

care must then be taken in interpreting the associated endogenous-

ly generated value for the balance of payments variable 1OOABP,.

since this now represents the cumulative change in the balance of

payments in both the solution and intervening periods over the .

balance of payments in the base period. When the associated hatted

variable is exogenous, however, this problem does not arise. The

values which should be assigned to'both hatted and 'unhatted vari-

ables are -the same as for the one period solution horizon.

The model closure we have suggested is not the only onepos-v

sible. For example, experiments in which monetary policy is aimed

at some target can be modelled by designating the target variable. .

as exogenous and endogenizing m~. Further flexibility in choosing

macroeconomic environments comes from the ORANI real side, since -

within ORANI there is scope to model either sticky wages (the

Keynesian case) or full wage flexibility (the monetarist case). We

refer the reader to Vincent (1981) for detailed discussion of '

model closure on the real side. Here we note, finally/ that in . •

short run experiments the industry capital stocks will be desig-

nated exogenous. For long run experiments, these -stocks can be

made endogenous by adding our equations which define the long

run to the list of structural equations.
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5. Concluding Remarks

' ORANI models are real, disaggregated general equilibrium

models which give a full treatment of commodity flows but abstract

from monetary and financial considerations. One implication is

that they can address questions relating to the balance of trade,

but not to the balance of payments.

In this paper we have developed a model of. a country's mone-

tary and financial sector in a form which can be appended to

ORANI-type real models. In the same way that the ORANI structural

equations are derived from neoclassical assumptions with respect

to consumption and production, the structural equations of our

macro/financial sector model are derived from neoclassical assump-

tions with respect to asset preference and asset accumulation. In

addition, our equations are written .in a form compatible with the

ORANI solution algorithm.

The behaviour of international capital flows and the balance

of payments is specified within the monetary and financial sector.

Links between the real and financial sectors are provided through

the influence of financial rates of return on aggregate real con-

sumption and investment, on the one hand, and through the influence

of real disposable income and .price levels on asset demands,
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on the other hand. Through these links, the combined model esta-

blishes new channels by which monetary, fiscal, commercial and

exchange rate policies can have real structural effects. Such

channels have so far been missing from ORANI models. The combined

model also allows the real structure of the economy to influence

macroeconomi-c targets. Such effects cannot be captured with more

simple macroeconomic models. Thus the combined model can not

only address balance of payments questions, it also lays open a

whole new sphere of potential policy analysis. - .
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Appendix A - A Generalized Asset Notation •

The macro/financial sector model of this paper was developed

for a specific menu of assets.- domestic money, domestic and fo-

reign bonds and domestic and foreign capital. The notation was

likewise developed for this particular menu. In this appendix,

we suggest a general asset notation, one that is more abstract

than that in the text, but also more in keeping with the ORANI

real side notation. We also show how some of our key structural

equations can be converted into the generalized notation. While

the benefits of this notation, in terms of conciseness, may not

be great in relation to our simple model, the savings in a larger

model could be substantial.

Let there be k nominal assets and t real assets. We can re-

present quantities of these assets as follows:

Quantities of nominal assets: W n=1,...k s = 1,2

Quantities of real assets: W r = 1,...t s = 1,2

where s = 1 denotes assets originating from domestic sources and

s = 2 denotes assets from foreign sources. As in the text, W is

38
measured in money values and W in physical units. Therefore,

•DO
0 0 Thus we do not measure the number of bonds outstanding, but

rather their money value.
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we need only specify asset prices for the real assets:

Prices of real assets: . P r = 1,...t s = 1,2
X. o

E x p e c t e d p r i c e c h a n g e o f r e a l a s s e t s : n r = 1,...t s = 1 , 2
X. o

The market returns on nominal and real assets are denoted as

follows:

Nominal market returns of nominal assets: I n = 1 , . . . k s = 1 , 2

Real market returns of real assets: I r = 1,...t s = 1,2

The net real returns on nominal and real,assets are denoted as:

Net real returns on nominal assets: R n = 1 , . . . k s = 1 , 2 h =1,2

Net real returns on real assets: R~ c r = 1,...t s = 1,2 h =1,2

where the superscript h denotes net returns to domestic holders

(h = 1) or foreign holders (h = 2 ) . Thus we can also denote asset

demands by domestic residents and foreigners as follows:

Demands for nominal assets: W n = 1 , . . .k s = 1 , 2 h = 1 ,'2
n s

Demands for real assets: VT ' r = 1,...t s = 1,2 h = 1,2

The structural equations which specify net real asset returns

become, in ORANI percentage change notation:

rn1 " QIn1 ln1 Q--^ ir"" n - 1 , . . .k (AT)

r{\] = Q | 1 ) , i ^ 9 + Q{.1\ TT - Q^l\ * . n = 1 , . . . k (A2)
n2 In2 n2 (bni d> Cni Cl
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r ( 1 ) - 0 ( 1 )
rr1 " QIr1

r2 " Q lr2

= Qln1

rLV = Qln2

0Q (1)

nr1

nr2

QCn2

(1) r - 1 tr - 1 , . . ..t

" QCr2 "d

r = 1,...t

(A3)(A3)

(A4)

n =1,...k (A5)

n = 1 , . . .k (A6)

(2) _ (2)
rr2 ~ Qlr2 x

(2)
QITr2 ̂

_
Q

(2)
Cr2

r = 1,...t

r -

(A7)

(A8)

where TTC-. and iTc2are (percentage changes in) the expected rates

of inflation of the domestic and foreign consumer price indices,

respectively.

The asset demand functions become, in percentage change no-

tation,

'n1 1 . . 'n1ns ns _. _ "n1rs rs ^ly yR

n = 1 ,...k (A9 )

n2

(D _ (3)
r1 1

Z I n r + ? E n ( ) r + ni- z nn2ns rns , l,nn2rs rrs nn2vn=1 s=i r=1 s=i
vR

n = 1 , ...k (A10)

(D . (̂1
i - r'r1ns ns

(D _(D. (D
'r1rs rs 'r1y

r = 1,...t (A11)
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r2 1 r2 n = 1 - g = 1 'r-2ns' ns r = 1 g = 1 'r2rs r
r S

 + nr2yyR

r = 1 , . ...t (A12)

(2) •_ (3) •.. * - y (2) _ ( 2 ) . - J J. (2) ( 2 ) , , ( 2 ) .
Wn1 - £2 + * + n ^ s ^

 nn1ns rns ^ fl^
 nn1rs rrs + hn1

.. . n = 1, . . .k (A13)

r1 2 Pr1 n=1. s = 1
 nr1ns ns r = 1 s = 1 \irs

rrs *r1

: r = -1 , . . .t (A14)

where e and e denote (percentage changes in) the domestic

and foreign consumer price indices, respectively.

The market clearing conditions for domestic assets then be

come :

nf ^ ' n:=-1,...k (A15)
=1
2

w . = Z S{i}] w ^ } r = 1,t (A16)
ri h = 1 ri ri

where the asset supplies w 1 and w 1 may need to. be divided into

two components, as was done in the text with the supplies of money

and bonds. Furthermore, with market clearing conditions of this

form the bond supply must be specified net of central bank holdings,

The remaining definitional and identity equations of our

model can also be converted into this generalized notation in a

straightforward manner.
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Appendix B - Endogenizing Expectations

It has been standard practice in ORANI applications to de-

signate all expectations variables as exogenous. " Furthermore,

quantitative results have generally been reported only for the

case where expectations are exogenously set to zero. This corre-

sponds to an assumption that expectations are static. This assump-

tion may be appropriate in very short run experiments, but be-

comes harder to justify over the two or five year solution hori-

zons that are usually assumed in ORANI applications. In this

Appendix, we discuss how quantitative results may be obtained

under the assumption that expectations are rational.

Suppose for some variable X, we have a corresponding vari-

able nx which represents the expected rate of change of X. The

assumption of full-information rational expectations in a non-

stochastic model such as ours implies

n = AX . 100 = x (B1)
X

Such consistency conditions are stock/flow relations of the type

that has already proved problematic. However, because the right

hand side expression involves percentage changes, not absolute

changes, the conditions can be converted into ORANI notation in

a reasonably straightforward fashion, /~cf. equation (69)_/.

Consider the case of a one period solution horizon. The per-

centage change in X is given by

39
See, for example, Vincent (1983).
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x = X2 " X1 . 100 . - (B2)

and the percentage change in nx is given,under rational expecta

tions, by

ir = (X2 -.X1)/X1 - (Xy-
5
 X Q ) / X Q . -| 00 (B3)

Equation (B3) can be rearranged, and combined with (B2) to give

| ( X 1 - X 0 ) / X Q j (*x + 1 0 0 ) . . = x ....... (B4) ..

where the first term on the left hand side is.an observable para-

meter and is simply the relative change in X in the base period

over the previous period. Finally, this equation can be converted

into a homogeneous equation of the type required in ORANI by in-

troducing a shift variable h^x and writing (B4) as

n x o ( V hi*> = x (B5>

where h^ is designated exogenous and given a value of 100.

Now consider the case of a two period solution horizon. The

equivalents of (B2) and (B3) are

x = X3 ~ X1 .100 (B6)

X1
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and )(X1 - X0)/XQ •' (TTX+100) = X3 " X2 -100 (B7)

X2

We can now no longer combine these expressions without making

some assumption about how expectations adjust in the intervening

period between the base and solution periods. This is the counter-

part to the adjustment problem discussed in Section 4. Perhaps

the simplest assumption is that the two-period change (X-. - X1)/X1

is twice the one-period change (X^ - X2)/X~. Expectations are

"eventually" rational, but need not be so in intervening periods.

The counterpart to equation (B5) then becomes

nX0 U x + \ x ) = l X • ( B 8 )

The appropriate equation for a T period solution horizon would

then be

nX0 <*x+ \x> = T" X • ( B 9 )

Equations of the form given in (B5), (B8) or (B9) can be

introduced into our model so as to endogenize, or impose rationa-

lity on, an expectations term IT in situations where its associated

variable x is endogenous. In the context of the model closure

discussed in Section 4, the approach can therefore be used to

endogenize TT and IT , by linking these to the actual changes
C s

e and e . However, it can also be used to impose rationality

when the associated variable x is exogenous. Hence it can also be

used to link the expectations terms n*t ir* and n to the actual
O S cp

changes e , e and <\>. Thus we could, for example, compare the
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effects of a currency devaluation that was anticipated (expecta-

tions rational) with one-that was unanticipated (expectations,

static).
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Appendix C - Technical Details of the Macro/Financial Sector

Table C1 - The Linear Equation System

Identifier

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

'(18)

(19)

Equation

1. a. Net Real Asset Returns

r. = Q j ( p 2 j - - )

rs = *j - P s j
 + rj

rM = QIM 1M " QCM "c

r = QT i - Qr *„

rK = QRK rs + QSK ''s " QCK "c

n - oR.K.,-• V K . •• * Q « . ., - ,CK..C

rBf = QIBf iB " Q<fBf \ ~ QC*Bf "c

rKf = QRKf rs + QSKf "s " Q<t>Kf % " QC*Kf "C

rBf = ^Bf*1!* " QC*Bf*wC

T-* — r\ *-* j. r\ -** r\ *
1\Z K j\£ S o l\r S L, i\i L

1.b Asset Demands, Consumption, Savinqs

m, = e + E n,, r + n,,,, y.u Ma a MY Ra

b d = £ < 3 ) + 1 nB r + nBY yR
a a a

kd = E
( 3 ) - E

( s ) + i n ^ ra + n K Y yR

b* = e
(3) - * + i n _ r + n » v

d B 3. 3 B Y R

k , = £(3) _ e(s*)_ ^ + z n^ # r + n 9 y

a

f , Bfb b Bf

kf = e
( 3 » - £

( s ) + * + E n K f b rb + h K f

Subscript
Range

j = 1,...h

j = 1,...h

V_ a = M,B,
/ K,B*,K*

J

i b:3f'Kf/
j Bf- Kf

Number

h

h

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Description

Real rate of return to
domestic capital

Real market return on
claims to domestic capi-
tal

Domestic share price in-
dex

Net real domestic returns:
- on money

- on domestic bonds

- on claims to domestic
capital

- on foreign bonds

- on claims to foreign
capital

Net real foreign returns:

- on domestic bonds

- on claims to domestic
capital

- on foreign bonds

- on claims to foreign
capital

Domestic demands for:

- nominal money balances

- nominal domestic bondsa

- real claims to domes-
tic capital

- nominal foreign bonds

- real claims to foreign
capital

Foreign demands for:

- nominal domestic
bonds

- real claims to domes-
tic capital
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Identifier

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

Equation

a

I- Z E + X
P

h Ppn = Z S . (p.. . + x, .)
-\ — -] n3 JJ JD

y - S L Yp, + SNYpn + S M Y(i M + md) + S B Y(i B + bd)

+ SKY ( rs + e + kd } + SB*Y (1B + * + bd }

K*Y S d

*" = ^PT^P + ^CT*"C + ^ L T ^ + ^NT^n + ^MT^M + md'

+ SBT ( iB + bd» + SKT ( rs + E < S > + kd»

+ SB»T(iB + 4 + bd) + S K # T ( r » ; + £<
S*' +4 +k d)

yR = Q Y Ry-Q T Rt - e
( 3 )

SR = QYS yR " QCS CR

2. Market Clearing for Domestic Assets

k = SKd kd + SKf kf

SRM mR " SFM mF + SDM mD + SRM mR " SFM mF

+ SDMmD = md

sBb + sgb = S d Bb d + S f Bb f + SDBmD + SBBmg

3. Balance of Payments •«

100ABP = Rm* - Fmj;

_* _ y (rJ^ + A + v \ M* + T (n^m-f rt + x^l M^*

e* = Z (p^ + 4 + x{4)) E*

100&BT = E*e*- M*m*

1006PT = PTB,(i» + 4 + b«) - PT B f (iB + bf)

* (s*) »

PTKf (rs + E + Kf'

Subscript
Range Number

1

1

1

• . 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Description

Aggregate real consump-
tion

Aggregate nominal la-
bour income

Aggregate nominal land
come

Aggregate nominal per-
sonal income

Aggregate nominal .
direct taxation

Aggregate real perso-
nal disposable income

Aggregate real saving

Supply equals demand for :

- claims to domestic
capital

- domestic money

- domestic bonds

Balance of Payments

Aggregate imports, ex
tariffs

Aggregate exports, ex
subsidies

Balance of trade

Private transfer re-
ceipts
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Identifier

(351

(3C-)

(371

(381

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

Equation

100ACA = 1OOABT + 100APT

100ACAP = 100ABP - 1OOACA

4. Government Budqet Deficit

i=1 s=1 1 S t l s 1 S

dsp = iB + s^b + sgb

M M M

m = I(pi2 + xi2) M,2 + Z (p" + x") M"

e = Z (p.. + xf4)) E.
. _ - J. 1 1 1

t r = QMTRm " QM*TRm*

6 3 = QEESe - QE*ESS*

ntr = QTTRtr - Q£TRes

9bd = QGGD g + QPGDdsP " QTGD11 ~ QNGDntr

gbd = 5

5. Investment

Yj = ajGj (psj - ,.) + (1 - G.) k.

h
i = Z (m. + y.) T

j=1 3 3 D

6. Equations Defininq Long Run (Optional)

Psj = "j

Subscript
Range

j=1,...n

3 = 1,,..h

Number

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

h

1

h

Description

Current Account

Capital Account

Nominal government
goods expenditure

Debt service payments

Imports, incl. tariffs

Exports, incl. subsi-
dies

Tariff revenue

Export subsidies

Net trade revenue

Government budget de-
ficit

Deficit financing

Gross real industry
investment

Aggregate gross nomi-
nal investment

Capital valued at re-
placement cost

Total equations: 3h + 44 in short run experiments, 4h + 44 in long run experiments
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Variable

rj

P2j

¥j

PSj

E(s)

1M

XB

i *
B

rs

r*
S

"c

*C

<

%

rM

rB

rK

r*
B

r*
K

rBf

rKf

rBf

rKf

E(3)

e(3»)

E(s*)

•

md

bd

kd

Subscript

j = 1, — ,h

j=1,..-,h

j=1,...,h

j=1,...,h

Number

h§

h-S

h§

h

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 •

1

1

1.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 §

1

1

1 §

1

1

1

Description (All variables in percentage changes, except
where prefixed by A)

• Industry real.rates of return to capital

Industry rental price of existing capital

Price of new units of capital in each industry

Price of-claims to ownership of capital in each industry

Domestic share price index

Nominal market interest rate on money

Nominal market interest rate on domestic bonds

Nominal market interest rate on foreign bonds

Real market return on claims to domestic capital

Real market return on claims to foreign capital

Expected rate of inflation of domestic consumer price index

Expected rate of inflation of foreign consumer price index ' '

Expected rate, of inflation of domestic share price index

Expected rate of inflation of foreign share price index

Expected rate of exchange depreciation

Net real domestic return on money

Net real domestic return on domestic bonds :

Net real domestic return on claims- to domestic capital

Net real domestic return on foreign bonds

Net real domestic return on claims to foreign capital

Net real foreign return on domestic bonds

Net real foreign return on claims to domestic capital

Net foreign return on foreign bonds

Net foreign return on claims to foreign capital

Domestic consumer price index

Foreign consumer price index

Foreign share price index

Exchange rate (price of foreign currency)

Domestic demand for" nominal money balances

Domestic demand for nominal domestic bonds

Domestic demand for. claims to domestic real capital
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Variable

b5
*s
bf

kf

hBf

hKf

CR

pi

P1,q,.

xi,q,j

pn

P3j

y

fcP

fcc

t

yR

SR

k

mR

"V
mD

mR

mp

mg

b

b

ABP

m*

Subscript

q=1,...r

q=1,...r
r=1 , . . .h

j=1,...h

j = 1, . . .h

Number

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 §

1

r §

rh §

1

. h §

h§

1

1

1

1

1

, 1

i § ,

, §§

1

! §§

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Description (All variables in percentage changes, except
where prefixed by A)

Domestic demand for nominal foreign bonds

Domestic demand for claims to foreign real capital

Foreign demand for nominal domestic bonds

Foreign demand for claims to domestic real capital

Shift variable in foreign demand for domestic bonds

Shift variable in foreign demand for domestic capital

Aggregate real domestic-consumption expenditure

Aggregate nominal .labour income

Wage of labour by occupation

Demands for labour by occupation and industry

Aggregate nominal income from land ownership

Rental price of land in each industry

Demands, for land by industry

Aggregate nominal personal income

Average tax rate on land and labour income

Average tax rate on income from financial sources

Aggregate nominal direct taxation .

Aggregate real personal disposable income

Aggregate real saving

Aggregate real domestic capital stock

Beginning-of-period reserve component of monetary base

Beginning-of-period external debt component of monetary base

Beginning-of-period domestic (bond) component of monetary •
base

Within-period change in reserve component of monetary base

Within-period change in external debt component of monetary
base

Within-period change in domestic (bond) component of.mone-
tary base !

Beginning-of-period supply of domestic government bonds

Within-period change in supply of domestic government bonds

Balance of payments - absolute change

Aggregate nominal imports, excluding tariffs
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Variable

Xi2

Nm

xN

e*

P?1
x< 4>

ABT

APT

ACA

A CAP

g

p .

x ( 5 )
X i s

dsp

m

Pi2

p*

e

Pil •

tr

es

ntr

gbd

L

Subscript

i=1,...g

l = '\, . . .n

£ = 1, . . .n

i=1,...g

i=1,...g

i=1,...g
s=1,2

i=1, . . .g
s=1,2

i=1,...g

1=1,...n

i=1,...g

j = 1, . . .h

3 = 1,...h

Total variables: 10g + 8h

Number

g §

n §

n §

1

g §

g §

1 §

1

1

1

1

2 g §

2 g §

1

1 §

g §

n §

1 §

g §

1

1

1

1

h §

h §

1 §

+ 3n + r +

Description (All variables in percentage changes, except
where prefixed by A)

Competitive import volume

C.i.f. foreign currency prices for non-competing imports

Non-competitive import volume

Aggregate nominal exports, excluding subsidies

F.o.b. foreign currency export prices

Export demands

Balance of trade - absolute change

Private transfer receipts - absolute change

Current account balance - absolute change

Capital account balance - absolute change

Aggregate nominal government commodity expenditure

Domestic prices of commodities, domestic and imported

Government demands for domestic and imported goods

Nominal debt service payments on government bonds

Aggregate nominal imports, including tariffs

Domestic prices of competing imports

Domestic prices of non-competing imports

' Aggregate nominal exports, including subsidies

Domestic prices of exportables

Aggregate nominal tariff revenue

Aggregate nominal expenditure on export subsidies

Aggregate nominal net trade revenue

Total nominal government budget deficit

Gross real industry capital formation

Real industry capital stocks

Aggregate nominal investment expenditure

rh + 67

§ Defined and used in ORANI

§§ Defined and used in ORANI, Vincent (1983) application

Total variables overlapping with ORANI: 10g + 7h + 3n + r + rh + 10
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Equation Parameter Description

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(7)

(9)

(11)

(6)

(8)

(10)

(12)

(18), (19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

QIM' QCM

QIB' QCB

f QC*Bf

QIBf*' QIBf*' QC*Bf*

QRK' QSK' QCK

QR*K*' QS*K*' Q*K*' QCK»

QRKf'QSKf'Q<l>Kf'QC*Kf

QR*Kf* ' QS*Kf*' QC*Kf*

n
qy

11 rb

r = Bf, Kf
b = Bf, Kf, Bf*, Kf*

nCa' nCY
a = M,B,K,B*,K*

Snj

Ratio of gross to net real rate of return to capital
in industry j . Source: Econometric

Share of industry j's capital in aggregate capital
stock - capital valued at market (share) prices.
Source: See note 1.

Ratios of nominal interest rate on money and expected
inflation rate to net real return on money. See note 2.

Ratios of nominal bond interest rate and expected in-
flation to net real return on bonds. Source: See note
2.

Ratios of nominal foreign bond interest rate, expected
depreciation and expected inflation to net real return
on foreign bonds. Source: See note 2.

Ratios of nominal bond interest rate, expected depreci-
ation and expected foreign inflation to net real fo-
reign return on domestic bonds. Source: See note 2.

Ratios of nominal foreign bond interest rate and ex-
pected foreign inflation to net real foreign return
on foreign bonds. Source: See note 2.

Ratios of real market dividend, expected share price
inflation and expected CPI inflation to net real
return on claims to capital. Source: See note 3.

Ratios of real foreign market dividend, expected fo-
reign share inflation, expected depreciation and ex-
pected domestic CPI inflation to net real return on
claims to foreign capital. Source: See note 3.

Ratios of real market dividend, expected share price
inflation, expected depreciation and expected foreign
CPI inflation to net real foreign return on claims to
domestic capital. Source: See note 3.

Ratios of real foreign market dividend, expected fo-
reign share price inflation and expected foreign CPI
inflation to net real foreign return on claims to
foreign capital. Source: See note 3.

Elasticities of real domestic asset demand functions
with respect to net real returns on money, domestic
and foreign bonds, domestic and foreign capital, and
with respect to real disposable income. Source: See
note 4 .

Elasticities of real foreign demand functions with re-
spect to net real returns on domestic and foreign
bonds, domestic and foreign capital. Source: See note
4.

Elasticities of aggregate consumption function with re-
spect to net real returns on money, domestic and fo-
reign bonds, domestic and foreign capital, and with
respect to real disposable income. Source: See note 4.

Cost share of labour of occupation q, industry j, in
economy's total labour cost. Source: Input-Output.

Cost share of industry j's land in economy's total
land cost. Source:. Input-Output.
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Equation Parameter Description

(23)

(24)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29),(38)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(37)

(39)

SLY'SNY'SMY'SBY'SB*Y'SKY' SK*Y

spT,

SLT'SNT'SMT'SBT'SKT'SB*T'SK*T

QYR' QTR

QYS' QCS

SKd'SKf

SRM'SFM'SDM'SRM'SFM'SDM

SB' SB

SdB' SfB' SDB' SDB

R, F

E*, M*

V '

s ( 5 )
i s

M i 2 '

P T K *

N

' P T Bf ' P T Kf

Nominal shares of income from labour, land, interest
on money, domestic bonds, foreign bonds, domestic
dividends (plus profit), foreign dividends (plus pro-
fit) in aggregate nominal personal income. Source:
See note 5.

Nominal shares of personal and corporate/capital taxes
in total nominal direct taxation. Source: See note 5.

Nominal shares of taxes on income from labour, land,
interest on money, domestic bonds, foreign bonds, do-
mestic dividends (plus profit), foreign dividends
(plus profit), in total nominal direct, taxation,

SB*T SK*T = SCT-LT NT ~ PT """ "MT ' "BT ' ~KT
Source: See note 5.

Ratios of total personal income and total direct taxa-
tion to total nominal personal disposable income.
Source: See note 5.

Ratios of nominal personal disposable income and nomi-
nal consumption to nominal saving. Source: See note 5.

Domestic and foreign ownership shares in aggregate
domestic capital stock. Source: See note 5.

Shares of beginning-of-period levels, and within-pe-
riod changes, of reserve component, external debt
component and domestic component of monetary base in '
total end-of-period monetary base. Source: IFS.

Shares of beginning-of-period level, and within-period
change, of government bonds in total end-of-period
stock of government bonds outstanding. Source: See
note 7.

Shares of domestic and foreign end-of-period private
holdings, beginning-of-period level, and within-period
change, of central bank holdings of government bonds
in total end-of-period stock of government bonds out-
standing. Source: See note 7.

Base year changes in reserves and external debt.
Source: IFS.

Shares of individual competing and non-competing import
commodities in total import bill, imports valued at
domestic currency value of foreign prices (ex tariffs).
Source: Input-Output.

Shares of individual export commodities in total value
of exports, exports valued at domestic currency value
of foreign prices (ex subsidies). Source: Input-Output.

Total base year values of exports and imports, exclu-
sive of tariffs and subsidies. Source: Input-Output.

Total base year receipts of foreign interest and divi-
dends by domestic residents, payments of domestic in-
terest and dividends to foreigners. Source: Balance of
payments accounts, central bank publications.

Nominal shares of individual domestic and imported
commodities in total government commodity expenditure.
Source: Input-Output.

Shares of individual competing and non-competing import
commodities in total import bill, imports valued at do-
mestic prices (including tariffs). Source: Input-Out-
put.
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Equation

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(46)

(46)

(47)

Parameter

Ei

QMTR' QM»TR

QEES'.QE*ES

Q-TTR' Q E T R

QGGD'QPGD'QTGD'QNGD

V
°j

Description

Shares of individual export commodities in total value
of exports, exports valued at domestic prices (includ-
ing subsidies). Source: Input-Output.

Ratios of import bill including tariffs and import bill
excluding tariffs to total tariff revenue. Source:
Input-Output.

Ratios of exports including subsidies and exports ex-
cluding subsidies to total export subsidy.expenditure.
Source: Input-Output.

Ratios of total tariff revenue and total export subsi-
dies to net trade revenue. Source: Input-Output.

Ratios of government commodity expenditure,debt service
payments, direct taxation and net trade revenue to to-
tal government budget deficit. Source: Government ac-
counts, central bank publications.

Ratio of net to gross real capital formation in indus-
try j. Source: Econometric.

Elasticity of real net industry investment with respect
to price ratio between existing and new capital in that
industry. Source: Econometric -.see note 8..

Share of aggregate gross nominal investment accounted
for by industry j. Source: Input-Output.
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Notes on Parameter Equations

1. If long run equilibrium can be assumed for the base year, then

S, . = iK-/ a share parameter defined in ORANI and used to aggre-

gate industry physical capital stocks to give the economy's

physical capital stock. ' ' •

2. The parameters which appear in the structural equations for net

real returns on nominal assets follow from the level form defi-

nitions of those net real returns, definitions which depend on

nominal market interest rates and expected rates of inflation

and depreciation. Nominal interest rates on money, domestic and

foreign bonds, actual inflation rates of the domestic and foreign

consumer price indices (CPI) and actual rates of exchange de-

preciation are available from "International Financial Statistics"

(IFS) and central bank publications. If we assume expectations

in the base year are rational, then the associated net real

returns on nominal assets can be calculated as a residual.

3. The parameters in the structural equations for net real returns

on real assets follow from the level form definitions of those

net real returns, definitions which depend on real market divi-

dend yields and expected rates of inflation and depreciation.

As before, actual inflation rates of domestic and foreign CPI
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and share price indices and actual rates of exchange deprecia-

tion are readily available from IFS and central bank publica-

tions. There are two potential methods of obtaining estimates

of real dividend yields. If long run equilibrium can be assumed

in the base year, real dividend yields equal real rates of re-

turn to capital, available from econometric sources. Alternative-

ly, nominal dividends yields can be deflated by subtracting the

rate of share price inflation. In situations where liabilities

form a significant portion of corporate balance sheets, nominal

bank lending rates can be deflated by the wholesale price index

or capital goods price index. The associated net real returns

can be calculated as a residual.

4. The income and interest elasticities of asset demand functions

and the aggregate consumption function are in principle obtain-

able from econometric sources. In practice, there may be some

elasticities for which estimates are not available. It is even

conceivable that the only elasticity for which estimates are

available is the elasticity of money demand with respect to the

domestic bond interest rate. In these cases, guides to judgement

are provided by certain across-equation consistency conditions.

/~See, for example, Niehans (1978, Ch. 10)_7- Such conditions'

can be illustrated in the following chart:
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Asset Demand Parameters:

Asset Argument of Demand Function

M B 3 K K yR

Money + - - - - +

Domestic Bonds - + - - - +

Foreign Bonds - - + - - +

Domestic Capital - - - + - +

Foreign Capital - - - - + +

The signs imputed to the elasticity parameters reflect the

standard assumption of gross substitutability between assets, that

is, own effects are positive and cross effects are negative. An-

other assumption commonly made is that all asset demand functions

have a unitary elasticity with respect to disposable income.

In addition, the following intuitively appealing conditions can

be imposed on the partial derivatives of the demand functions:

(i) For each rate of return, if the positive effect exceeds the

sum of the negative cross effects, then an increase in any

rate of return will ceteris paribus lead to an increase in

saving.

(ii) If money is a better substitute for bonds than for capital

goods, then the partial derivative of money with respect

to r will exceed that with respect to rK. Similar conditions

can be imposed to capture greater substitutability between
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domestic assets than between domestic and foreign assets.

Thus we might order the cross partial derivatives of the

money demand function L as follows: L > L > L > L • •
rB rB* rK rK*

in absolute value terms.

(iii) Bonds B and real capital K might be seen as good substi-

tutes, but still react more strongly to their own yield

than to the yield of the other asset. Thus we might impose

the condition that the partial derivatives B and K both
rK rB

exceed L , but that IB^ I > B I and IK I > IK I.
rB rB rK rK rB

Again, judgements can be made on a priori grounds about

the substitutability of foreign bonds and capital relative

to domestic bonds and capital.

These conditions on partial derivatives can be converted to

associated conditions on elasticities by standardizing according

to base year asset stocks and returns. Within this framework

of a priori consistency conditions, some elasticities can be

chosen so as to lie within the range of available published

estimates.

5. In Section 3.2.b we noted the similarity between our definition

of personal disposable income and the standard national account-

ing definition. However, there will be obvious divergences.

What we have called dividend income corresponds to the sum of
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the national accounting concepts of dividends and pre-tax

corporate profits. In addition, it may only be possible to obtain

estimates for sums of parameters, for example, S L y + S N Y

or S M Y + S B Y + S B* y or S K y + SR#Y. The same might apply to the

parameters of the tax equation. In this case, judgements will

have to be made about the division of these sums into their

separate components.

6. Although these shares are real shares, some indication might

be gained by considering the proportion of total domestic di-

vidends that is paid to foreigners, or by considering the ratio

of direct foreign investment to total domestic investment.

7. The IFS contains some figures on government deficits, financ-

ing, and total debt outstanding. However, it will need to be

established whether these figures relate only to internal debt,

as required by our parameters, or to the sum of internal and

external government debt. Other sources include government

accounts and central bank publications.

3. In Section 3.6 we noted that a. is alternatively the elasticity

of real net industry investment with respect to the ratio of

the real rate of return on capital to the real dividend return.

If we assume that a. is the same for each industry, then this
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common value is also the elasticity of aggregate real net

investment with respect to "the" real interest rate, or divi-

dend return. A value for a can therefore be obtained from

published estimates of the interest elasticity of aggregate

investment.
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